galeria

Galeria, international design exhibit: Icograda invites visual communication designers, illustrators and typographers who are Members
of Icograda * to submit digital versions of original work. Send us work
that exhibits original expression, creativity, wit and effective visual
communication.
Selected work for Galeria is featured on the
homepage of the Icograda website for a
one-week period to an international audience concerned with graphic design, visual
communication, design management, promotion, education, research and journalism.
The work then remains a permanent part of
the online Galeria archive. Designs for posters, postcards, book jackets, and other
printed material are most suited to Galeria.
Chosen work is accompanied by an appropriate description and information about the
designer. Please ensure that submitted work
communicates effectively when viewed on a
computer screen.

to be most appropriate for its website and
to accept or reject the work you submit,
without further notice to you, both now and in
the future.

By submitting work to Icograda for Galeria,
you must acknowledge:
 that you are the original creator of the work
 that you have the right to submit the work
 that you have obtained any necessary permission to exhibit the work from any third parties who may have a claim to the work you
are submitting

Send the completed form and any questions
you may have to the Icograda Secretariat at

By submitting the work, you authorise
Icograda to display it on its website. Icograda
reserves the right to display the work it deems

If Icograda selects your submitted work,
the information and description you submit will be displayed with the work. You
must fill out each field in the following form
for your submission to qualify. Icograda
reserves the right to edit submitted text for
clarity. To see an example of how submissions will be displayed, please view the
current Galeria on the Icograda site at
www.icograda.org/feature/galleria.htm

communications@icograda.org
* Galeria submissions are accepted from members
of Icograda Member organisations, faculty and students of Icograda Education Network Members, and
Icograda Friends. To see if you are eligible, visit
www.icograda.org/members/members.htm
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Contact details
Icograda Member organisation
First Name

Last Name

Design firm
Street address
City

State/Province

Postal / Zip code

Country

Telephone (Cntry. code + #)

Fax

Email address

Web address

Brief biography ( minimum 50 words):

About the work
Title of work submitted
Client for whom work was created
Designer or creator of work
Design firm/company
Additional creative credits		
Original dimensions of work in mm (width by height)
Year of creation

Copyright owner

Brief description of work ( minimum 50 words)

Formatting and submitting
 The digital artwork that you submit must be in jpg or gif format, and must be
between 10k and 200k in size. Files should be a minimum of 415 pixels in width.
 Please give the visual of your file the following name:
YearMonthDate_LastNameFirstInitial.jpg (ie: 061216_sandersonb.jpg).
 You may submit multiple files for one project.
 Email this completed form with attached artwork to communicatons@icograda.org
 Use the subject line: Galeria Submission for your email.

